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Abstract

Mobile digital devices have evolved from telecommunications device to a lifestyle product over the years. These
devices are used in all aspects of our daily life. As a result, more information is stored within the devices.
Unprotected mobile digital device is susceptible to privacy invasion attack when the device falls into the wrong
hand of any unscrupulous third party. The main objective of this paper is to provide an implication analysis on
the possible risks of information leakage through digital mobile devices, in the case when users forget to, or
choose never to apply any security protection to their devices
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INTRODUCTION
In this modern era, digital mobile devices such as cellular phones and personal digital assistances (PDA) play a

crucial role in all aspects, personal and business, of our daily life. The widespread usage of these devices in
today's society is mainly due to the advancement of a range of technologies that enable the creation of an

enhanced user experience. This includes faster and cheaper communication access technologies and cheaper and
more powerful digital mobile devices in terms of processing speeds and storage capacities. Over the years,
mobile qigital devices have transformed from the most fundamental voice-base communication gadget into a

multi functional device that incorporates a camera, multimedia player, personal organiser, file storage system,
text editor and web browser functionalities. With these capabilities, increasing volumes of data are being stored

and exchanged between the mobile digital devices. Hence, mobile devices have become a gold-mine for the

forensic investigator in serious crimes investigations (Williams 2007) because of the possibility that useful
evidence can be obtained or recovered from these devices.
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Figure 1: Forecast qfSales of Mobile Devices to End Users, by Form Factor, Worldwide,

2004-2010 (Units of

1000)
According to the recent mobile device sales forecast by Gartner (2007), it is estimated that by year 2010, the total
number of mobile device sold worldwide will reach 1.4 billion. As more people will be using the digital mobile

device for multimedia communications, and e-commerce application, more critical information will be stored in
the digital mobile device. Consequently more information can be obtained and recovered from the devices if
sufficient security features have not been installed or implemented in these mobile devices.

'
This paper provide an implication analysis on how the information recovered from a totally unprotected second
hand mobile device could be use to profile the owner of the mobile device and his other close contacts, Section I
of this paper briefly discusses the digital mobile devices usage models evolution and the projected future of
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